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Phil Taxman tips his hat while enjoying the SLTOA’s Polar Bear Run on February 19

Just My $.02
with John Testrake

During a recent vacation, I was sitting by a pool wearing my beat

Jaguar Association of Greater St. Louis

up, old Jaguar hat to keep the Mexican sun off my head. A friendly,
older gent, easily twenty-five years my senior, sauntered up.

interest among enthusiasts of Jaguar automobiles.”

“Jaguar, eh?,” he said with a knowing smile.
Returning his smile, I said, “Yeah, I’m a bit of an enthusiast.”
“I’ve had fourteen of them,” he said.
We two strangers then talked poolside for the next half-an-hour
about Jags and our hometowns—St. Louis for me, and Chicago for
him—as our two families looked on with mild amusement. A new
friend was made by my wearing an old hat with a Jag logo. We
were linked by our passions.
The JCNA AGM is approaching. I said in last month’s Growl that I
would update our club on the issues pertaining to us here in St.
Louis. Here’s what I know from the JCNA web site: the AGM is in
March. It’s being held in Vancouver.
We enjoyed a really nice touring event to the Soda Fountain in
Steelville this February. The Taxman/
Hendrix road rallye is
becoming a perennial
winter favorite with
our club. They are
always interesting.
They always include
roads and destinations that are new
and surprisingly unknown to this life-long Missourian. Thanks to
Phil and Jim for putting in the time and effort to organize everything so the rest of us can just enjoy the day without sweating the
details.
Humbly,
El Presidente

J A G S L ex t e n d s a wa r m wel c o m e t o

John & Susanna Groves
Jim & Rose Simpson
Robert Wilkinson
Looking forward to seeing you at events!

On the cover: Phil Taxman couldn’t resist the
beautiful weather to engage in a little British
cross-pollination with the St. Louis Triumph Owners Association’s Polar Bear Run on February
19th. Thanks to Mark Morgan for the photo.
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JAGSL MEMORY LANE RALLYE

February 4, 2017
“a step back in time”

Pictures courtesy of: Allan Ellis, Mark Morgan and John Sippel
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and Phil is related to Finkle’s, who ran it back in the day. We of
course had to go by, as it is a seasonal and charming destination! The resort area is the old way of vacationing that takes you
he Taxmans and Hendrixes hosted this “step back in time”- on a journey of remembering how it used to be while escaping
themed rallye, traveling on roads not taken on our previous for- from the cities and heading to the country to cool off in the waays, with a piece of Old Route 66 added in for charm.
ters around Missouri. We are all fortunate to have as many options for vacationing as we do. Take a moment and think more
In the spirit of our past rallyes, we again invited several other car about what is available to us in Missouri – maybe an idea for
clubs to participate in this JAGSL-sponsored event. Thus, we had another rallye in the future, so stay tuned.
nice participation from the Miata Club, the Classic Car Club Spirit
of St. Louis Region as well as JAGSL! This year, when we refer to Destination
participation, we were pleased with our great turnout and sucOur destination, Steelville, is known as “The Floating Capital of
cessful pre-registration … more on that later as we eclipsed the Missouri,” bordering the Meramec River. As you drive into Steeltotals from our past rallyes!
ville, if you would have stopped to look down the street, you

Build and Prep
As usual we had fun with the preparation to find roads we had
not been on before except for a short stretch past the old fire
engines in Richwoods – we like those. To fill the travel time and
keep you looking around vs. playing on your phones, we had
seventeen “play on word” questions. The answers were based
upon signs featured along the route. The preparation always
starts with a planned route and then a pre-drive, or in this case,
two. The first time through the set-up drive, we had some icy
roads which were challenging, but
the best part was traveling offscript, down what looked to be a
shortcut on a nice road, only finding that after going eight miles,
the asphalt ended and our choices were dirt road or gravel road. A
nice lady stopped to help us … as
it was obvious that two city boys
were lost in the woods. She was
in an off-road Jeep, looked at us
in our 2015 XJL, and then said
the roads might be a little rough.
Needless to say, we quickly backtracked eight miles and came up
with a new route. Our main goal
was to find great driving roads that we had not been on previously. What we can tell you is that your rallye masters experienced some real doozies in developing the final route.
History
This year, our route took you through the Missouri Ozark Hills:
interesting small towns to pass through, some history, part of
Old Route 66 (“The Mother Road”), roads you had not driven on
before, places you had not been to before, things you had not
seen before, murals in “The Mural City” of Cuba of all things
(who expected that?), and a great destination at the “Soda Fountain” in Steelville. We are constantly searching for interesting
places for destinations. This is done by cutting or ripping out
pages from magazines and articles whenever we see an article
about an interesting destination.

would find that it looks like a western town from the old cowboy
movies. It is a “Main Street” with shops and restaurants on either side. Even though we were there off-season, some of the
stores were open along with our destination (which was opened
especially for us), the Soda Fountain. This was an awesome experience, hosted by Paula and Eric Jacobson. While Paula entertained us with stories of the area and interesting tidbits about
people on the advertising signs, her husband, Eric, along with
members of their family and friends served our group. The store
normally seats fifty-five, but they accommodated our growing pre
-registered numbers (sixty-nine!) on site. We hope you enjoyed
the meal as Eric is a self-taught chef and well-regarded in the
area. Hopefully you also visited the General Store with proprietors, Alicia and Nancy, welcoming everyone. They have an interesting selection of things you might have found in an old time
general store, including a display of bulk items: we found the
Licorice Snaps, and of course Phil and I had to have some …
each visit.
Play on Words
We went over the correct answers for the seventeen questions.
There were four teams with sixteen correct answers, and we
awarded a T-shirt from the Soda Fountain to each.
Time to Go
By 2:00-2:15, we all headed home or to a point of interest that
you passed along the way.

Sidebar
Along the way we discovered old resorts that are still in busiA nice time was had by all! We thank all who participated and
ness, like Bass’s River Resort and Wildwood Springs Lodge.
we look forward to having another winter rallye next year to anWildwood Springs Lodge was built during the Roaring ‘20s …
other interesting destination!
and imagine this: this find leads to a few stories as Phil’s family
vacationed there many more years ago than he wanted to admit,
-- PHIL & LUPE TAXMAN and JIM & LISA HENDRIX
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SATURDAY, MARCH 25TH from 10:30am until 12:00pm
1575 Woodson Road, Overland, Missouri 63114

Event Cost: $5.00 per family group plus the cost of lunch

RSVP by March 18th: Tom Loew <big.cat92@hotmail.com> or 314.878.1677
Hosted by: Terry Carmack & Tom Loew

Lunch is at SQUARE ONE, located
east of Lafayette Park at 1727
Park Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri
63104. We should arrive around
12:30 PM and everyone can order
off the menu.

January 28
February 25

January 14

Annual Awards Dinner—Deer Creek

February 4

Memory Lane Rallye

CC&C @ JustJags
CC&C @ JustJags

March 18

C&C @ Westport

April 15

C&C @ Westport

April

May 20

C&C @ Westport

May

June 17

C&C @ Westport

March 25

June
June 16-18
June
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July 15

C&C @ Westport

August 19
September 16

Judges’ Training
Veterans’ Home Show
Crown Valley Winery / Tiger Reserve
Blackhawk Farm Racing Weekend
St. Louis European Auto Show

July 16

JAGSL Birthday Party (Fox Run Golf Club)

C&C @ Westport

August

Do-Nuthin’ But Show-Up Picnic

C&C @ Westport

September

All British Car & Cycle Show

October 7

JAGSL Concours d’Elegance

October 21

C&C @ Westport

October 13-14

November 18

C&C @ Westport

November
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STL Car Museum / Lunch @ Square One

International Jaguar Festival
JAGSL Annual Meeting

<www.jagstl.com/events/calendar-list-of-events>

In

late December I was
asked if I would participate
in the St. Louis Auto Show
<saintlouisautoshow.com> as
part of the Horseless Carriage
Club of Missouri <hccmo.com>
display. Their theme was “Cars
of the 1960s,” and my 1966 Jaguar XKE OTS qualified.
On the afternoon of Wednesday,
January 18th, the day before the
show, driving the Jaguar into The
Dome and across the nowcarpeted field where I’d seen a
few football games was a treat. It
took a few minutes to position it
exactly where necessary in the
booth. After a ride home, I left for
Chicago.

one would think that this lack of
representation had to do with the
price range of the automobiles
shown, many vehicles were in the
$60K to $80K range. It seemed
like all of the four door sedans
looked exactly the same (so did
all of the SUVs), no matter from
what manufacturer. Is this because of safety requirements, or
lack of innovation?

The Dodge Viper and the Acura
NSX were represented, and cerAfter my return on Saturday night, tainly looked like fun. I spoke with
Larry Hassel drove me down to
one dealer, and asked if an authe show on Sunday morning, and tonomous driving version was
the day was spent answering
available. He didn’t get the joke at
questions about the car. Many
all. Can you imagine being the
were comparing this car to the
passenger in a self-driving NSX?
hundreds of new models --- more Neither can I.
than fifty years newer.
***
***
The rain held off Sunday evening
Here is what I learned at the
and the streets were clear for the
show:
drive home. With little traffic, I
chose to drive my ‘66 Jaguar OTS
Many models were not represent- … unlike one might in an autonoed: BMW, Audi, Jaguar. Although mous version. 

From the STL Auto Show Press Release:
HORSELESS CARRIAGE CLUB
The auto industry in North America came of age in the 1960s,
and the St. Louis Auto Show will prove it with a special display
titled “BANG! of the Sixties,” courtesy of members in the Horseless Carriage Club of Missouri, Inc.
Club President Joseph Yochim knows the impact that decade had
on Americans, since the 1960s saw such historic events as the
presidential election of John F. Kennedy, Fidel Castro’s alliance
with the Soviet Union that brought about the Cuban Missile Crisis, the awful loss of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a deepening of
the Cold War, the rise of Hard Rock music, and the dramatic maturing of television. “It was quite a decade,” says Yochim.
No doubt about it. “The decade saw the switch from a 1950srooted, peace-loving, postwar-boom society to a fast-paced future
with space exploration turning eyes heavenward as never before,” explains Dr. Gerald Perschbacher, display coordinator.
“From war in Southeast Asia to massive legislation to lift the
masses in our country, it’s hard to say any other decade in the
last half of the 20th Century made more of an impact on lives
around the world.”
Cars often are an instant reminder of the sights and sounds of
that long-past decade. To bring back the feelings, dreams, and
challenges of that era, an early Ford Econoline Pickup, circa
1962, will reflect the inescapable enthusiasm for the decade
when it was young. As the 1964 Cadillac Coupe DeVille was gaining attention there was a sudden change in U.S. presidents and
the “Camelot” days had passed. A 1965 Chrysler New Yorker
hardtop and a 1965 Plymouth Sport Fury convertible were the
types of cars that carried Americans forward to the challenges
that unfolded. The fabulously original 1966 AMC Rambler sedan
carted kids, parents, and middle-class citizens around town in
anticipation of their future. And, just maybe, you might see a
1966 Jaguar XKE OTS at the show, reminding visitors of the ultrasporty aspects that peppered the waning years of the decade.
Tens of thousands of visitors to past Auto Shows have been
awed by the vintage car exhibits fielded by the HCCM, and this
one will be a treat for young and old. “It will almost be like a timemachine trip as those glory cars from the 1960s make their appearance at the 2017 St. Louis Auto Show,” adds Perschbacher.
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Suggested by Jerry Findley

Common enough inquiries, nowadays.
And I have on several occasions now
heard it called the best automotive antitheft device on the market: a manual
transmission. Since I’m not in the market
for a new car, I find the remark amusing.
However, as revealed at the Los Angeles
Auto Show this past year, if you’re a stick
shift kind of person, you may soon be
limited to old cars. Charles Fleming
reports in the Los Angeles Times that
only 27% of new U.S. models were
available with a manual transmission, down from nearly 50% but ten
years prior. “The actual sales figures
are even lower,” Fleming quotes Edmunds analyst Ivan Drury, as “Fewer
than 3% of current U.S. car sales are
manual vehicles.” Fleming also quotes
Ferrari marketing chief Nicola Boari, who
said that Ferrari “decided to end all manual transmission production because demand was ‘close to zero.’” (Really?!) And
Fleming talked to a Jaguar spokesperson
at the show, who commented, “The ‘take
rate’ for manual transmission … F-type[s]
– the only stick [Jaguar] offers … -- can be
as low as 3%.” There are many owners/
drivers still invested in manuals, and for
quite a few reasons: fuel economy, driving
feel, control, safety and focus (avoiding
distraction), tradition, or fun. I strongly
prefer a manual transmission, but I’m not
pompous about it – especially as I’ve
gotten older, there are days (and driving
conditions around the city) I’d think an
automatic would be pretty swell.
<www.latimes.com>

Phil Taxman sent in the exciting report via email: “Jim Hendrix and I are test-running
our February 4th rallye in my ‘66 Mk X — and turned over 100,000 miles.”
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Suggested by Jim Hendrix

for export to North America were lost in a
fire at Jaguar’s Browns Lane factory in the
British Midlands; meaning just 16 exam… communicated in somewhat less than
ples of XKSS were built.” Right. 16. You
sophisticated
writing:
Andre
James
in
SoThis highly distressing happening was
just said that. I think he’s referring to
phisticated
Living
touches
on
a
few
highcalled to my attention by my own, dear
Jaguar’s media website, which says, “In
lights from the 2016 Los Angeles Auto
mother, who, following the incident, is
recovering well (thank you for asking). On Show. He writes, “Jaguar celebrated both 1957, nine cars earmarked for export to
North America were lost in a fire at
23 January, I received the following testi- the past and the future, debuting its IJaguar’s Browns Lane factory in the British
PACE
Concept,
an
all-electric
performance
mony via text:
Midlands; meaning just 16 examples of
SUV as well as the first genuine XKSS to
XKSS were built,” so perhaps we can
be
built
in
nearly
60
years.”
“Genuine”
I was working a crossword puzzle for
forgive James the repetition (but not
which one of the clues was “An alterna- strikes me as a bit of a stretch (although
the plagiarism). James closes the Jagutive to a Jag.” The answer was “‘Vette.” I I’ll add that “genuine to” is an obsolete
am tempted to email my outrage to the phrase meaning “arising out of,” which is ar portion of the article, “A period correct continuation, the XKSS will be built
crossword editor, as the correct answer quite accurate, but not what he actually
using a combination of original drawsaid).
In
all
fairness
to
James,
Jaguar
itself
should be, “There is no substitute.”
(themselves, if you’re British) calls the car ings from Jaguar’s archive and modern
technology.” More plagiarizing of Jagua “new original” (?!) and also “genuine.”
ar media, truth be told, but let me get this
Still, I mean, X-K-S-S!, and it is a genuine
straight: a period-correct XKSS that has,
Jaguar, so whatevs, right? Anyway, then
according to Jaguar, which (who) also
James says some stuff about the I-PACE
makes many claims about the new XKSS’s
but thankfully returns to the XKSS:
period-correct authenticity, “minor specifi“Presented in collaboration with the Pecation changes […]
tersen Museum, the
made only to imXKSS was built from
prove driver and
1954-1986 as a
passenger safety.” I
road-going converwonder if those misation
of
the
Le
Unsettling evidence, procured by Carla Johnson
nor specification
Mans-winning Dchanges (which, I
type.” I don’t know
That correct answer, it should be made
where those dates are coming from at all. think it fair to say, represent genuine inauclear, did not fit in the corresponding let- Jaguar Heritage and Philip Porter confirm thenticity) would warrant points-off at Conter boxes for the now infamous clue for
(as does the common knowledge of classic cours? I will say that at least Jaguar itself
79 across. The offending puzzle appeared Jaguar fans) that the D-type development (themselves) puts (put) “‘new original’” in
in the 22 January 2017 Chicago Tribune, started in ’56, production was in ’57, and scare quotes with every use of the phrase.
Section 6 (“Life+Style”) on page 16.
that infamous, nasty fire abruptly halted it. Words are so hard.
Should JAGSL members wish to take imJames continues, “Just 16 examples were
<slmag.net/st-louis>
mediate individual action, the crossword built; in 1957, nine that were earmarked
<media.jaguar.com>
was written by Gail Gordon (who has apparently never driven a Jaguar) and edited
by Stanley Newman of stanxwords.com
(whose otherwise long-standing, solid editorial reputation must now seriously and
most unfortunately be called into question; review of Mr. Newman’s previous
work is ongoing). On behalf of all of
JAGSL, the editors of The Jaguar’s Growl
thank you, Carla, for bringing this to our
notice. Please rest assured that the appropriate action will be taken, and that
the disturbing report will be forwarded to
the proper Jaguar Clubs of North America
(JCNA) authorities, and Jaguar Land Rover
Limited itself. We implore JCNA/Jaguar to
respond with swiftness and appropriate
gravity.
[NOTE: JAGSL members are encouraged
to report such disturbances to the Growl
editorial team, of course, but are reminded that in an emergency, they should dial
9-1-1.directly – Eds.]

Gary Sudin reports, “Almost finished installing the autonomous driving upgrade in the
1966 Jaguar XKE OTS.”
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n 28th January, with outstanding esprit de corps, an assemblage of stalwart JAGSL members and friends braved the
sunny, calm, clear, 36-degree weather to celebrate the beloved
marque at JustJags. Contributing to the menagerie of Bob Herold’s many Jaguars already in attendance were special midwinter appearances by Bob Duddy’s 1989 XJS V-12 Convertible,

John Testrake’s 1987 XJ12, and Todd Dillon’s 1971 E-type V-12
2+2. (I should add that Bob, John, and Todd were also there.)
For those who cannot do maths, just rest assured that that’s an
impressive number of cylinders distributed among but three
automobiles.
— MATTHEW JOHNSON

NOTE: the Coffee, Coffee, & Cars previously scheduled for March 18th is CANCELED, so it won’t compete with
C&C

FROM

8 -1 1 A M

ON

3 /1 8

AT

W E ST PO RT P LA Z A
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Gary rolls off puns. Mark, Bob, and Brian roll eyes. 

John shares texts (?) with Bob, Bob, Marsh, and Gary. 
Terry, Brandon, and Ken exchange quips. 

Our gallant leader grins for a portrait. 

Jim and Craig conspire against something. 
The Jaguar’s Growl March 2017

Matthew sacrifices his ankles for a photo. 

Photos by Mark Morgan and Matthew Johnson

Just Jags. With a whole lot of cylinders. 

“It’s ‘Coffee, Coffee, and Cars,’ not ‘Coffee, Coffee, and Jags.’” — Bob Herold 

 Craig, John, Ken, Terry, Marsh, Brandon, Jim, and Larry
admire Bob Duddy’s XJ-S ...

Todd and Gary follow “Standard Classic Jaguar Start-up Procedure Step #28.” 

… and later Matthew contemplates getting away with it. 

 Larry and Todd examine the Mk II.

 Gary, Bob, Brandon, Brian, and Gary epitomize casual CC&C conversation.
Gary, Rodger, and Bob say farewell at CC&C … until C&C at Westport, Mar. 18! 
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In

1987, JCNA held its 3rd Biennial Concours in Boston, Massachusetts. For the event, Jaguar
Cars sponsored F.R.W. “Lofty” England to
come to the United States to be the guest
speaker. Lofty had been Jaguar’s racing
manager at Le Mans in the 1950s and
later became chief executive of the company upon Sir William Lyon’s retirement.
Jaguar Cars then offered to arrange for
Lofty to attend several other Jaguar Concours during his trip across the pond. The
St. Louis Jaguar Association, as we were
then known, was offered the opportunity
to have Lofty England come to our Concours and be our guest speaker. I jumped
at the chance and worked out all the arrangements with Mike Cook.

questions. The first question: “Did Jaguar
ever put redline tires on any E-types?”
Lofty answered as follows: “First of all, I
want to say that all you Yanks are crazy
and out of your minds. You restore cars far
better than we ever delivered them. You
see, we were just trying to eke out a living
and put bangers on the table! In 1970,
Dunlop was having problems competing
with Goodyear and Firestone. They also
had delivery problems with tyres from India, due to a strike. We found ourselves
without any inventory of tires. Triumph
was down the road and used the same
size tyre on the TR6. However, they used
redline Michelins. Well, it was that or nothing. So we bought a container full and put

them on E-types until we got our Dunlops
back in stock.”
For the record, in 1971 Dunlop merged
with Pirelli of Italy to form the world’s third
largest tire company after Goodyear and
Firestone. The merger was not a takeover
by either company, but a joint venture in
which each company took minority interests in the other’s subsidiaries. The merger was not successful, and the arrangement was dissolved in 1981.
That’s how I remember it and I’m sticking
with this story. Old timers like Joe Mizerany, Ray Unger, and Kate Norton were
there … and might be able to validate. 

I picked up Lofty at Lambert Field in the
Mark X. He was really tall and had a very
dry sense of humor. He told me that some
idiot at his previous stop picked him up at
the airport in a Mercedes. He said he told
the JCNA member that he wouldn’t sit in a
Nazi car and to call him a cab. After watching the guy break out in a sweat and not
know what to do, Lofty got in the Benz and
said, “At least it’s not made by the Frogs.”
Photo: Gary Sudin

Lofty had dinner with my wife and me and
then we took him to his hotel. Kate Norton
immediately fell in love with him and
chauffeured him around and got him to all
our events. Lofty said to me, “I hope she
doesn’t cut up my damn meat too!” Our
Concours that year was at Laclede’s Landing on the cobblestones. Lofty strolled
about looking at all the Jaguars on display
and talking to all the exhibitors. He was
our after-dinner guest speaker aboard the
Becky Thatcher riverboat. He told many
interesting racing stories, giving us a treat!
Many of his stories were a bit off-color and
not to be repeated.
Lofty then said he would take a couple of

12
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he first time I met John Horen was years ago at an event at see that.” He once told me that after a conversation with BonForest Park. I wasn’t a member of JAGSL at the time, but jour Stunson, he concluded that his car could be a national
still pursued the passion. John’s wonderfully red Mk IX was
contender for just another $30,000.00. I was somewhat
sitting next to Phil Taxman’s E-type roadster. Both men were
stunned. But John, ever the accountant, was doing the math
cleaning the dust off their cars. Phil was typically outgoing,
and crunching the numbers.
interested in the car, yes, but more than willing to stop and
I was in Connecticut last fall helping my sister with
chat. John, I observed, (I didn’t
some house repairs. The sun was just about
know either men at the time) was
gone and my phone rang as I was hurriedly finmore interested in cleaning the
ishing. It was John Horen calling and I thought
car than he was in chatting. Noneto myself, “I really need to stop and take this
theless, I struck up a conversation
call.” And so I did. John said, “Allan, do you
with him and he reluctantly agreed
have about fifteen minutes to talk?” I said,
(apparently) to stop long enough
“Sure, John” and found an Adirondack chair to
to talk … briefly.
get comfortable in. The conversation was of the
I always considered John
rambling sort and I enjoyed it entirely. I knew
to be the consummate Jaguar
what he was doing: he was touching base with
Art Buechler’s last picture of John... friends. He was concerned about the club, in
marque enthusiast. In 2012, I
attended my first JAGSL Concours. John brought his car and
particular Diana Schlueter, thinking she had too much on her
unloaded the largest kit of cleaning material of anyone at the plate. I offered him whatever help I could. And then the call
event—maybe ever … anywhere! When I walked over, I greet- ended. I looked at the timer on my phone … exactly 15:00
ed him as he was dabbing at some kind of paste and polishing minutes. John, the punctilious servant of Numbers, ever
up the cam covers revealed by the open bonnet. He turned
mindful of their exacting tyranny, had had enough to say.
his head slightly and grunted a pipe-smoked greeting. “Ah,” I
At the last business meeting in November, Jim & Lisa
smiled to myself, “a man and his car: exactly the way it should Hendrix had just visited with John. They handed me a book
be.”
about small, Jaguar saloons. It was John’s and he wanted me
In 2015, I saw John at the JAGSL Concours at Bishto have it. As I felt the heavy, quality weight of the book in my
op’s Post Restaurant. He hadn’t entered his car, but was
hands, things slowed down a bit. How is it that one can be
there to look at what he described as “an award winning Mk
standing on the floor of a car dealership and yet be touched by
IX.” He smiled as he walked away softly saying, “I’ve got to
transcendence? I will miss John … and his pipe smoke. 
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Receive Your Growl Online
Sharper Pictures and Full Color
Navigating to the online version of The Growl is simple. Just go to
<www.jagstl.com>.
You’ll find this Growl and the Growl archives under the menu “The Club” and
then (appropriately), “The Growl.” You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader or a
browser plugin (free). For a color hardcopy, just print it out.
Why not go completely digital? You can “opt out” of the mailed copy of The
Growl.
Just email Allan at allanthegrowl@gmail.com and you’ll receive an email every
month with the PDF file attached. No extra charge!
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APPLICATION FOR JAGSL/JCNA MEMBERSHIP
Membership fees:
$63 per year for an individual membership
$68 per year for a membership including partner (carries an additional vote)
$32 for partial membership when applying after June 1st
$23 for young enthusiast membership, up to age 25 ($11 after June 1st)

Member benefits:

















We look forward to your support and participation.

Attend social events
Attend the annual "dinner gala"
Celebrate JAGSL at its birthday party
Join us for monthly events (shows, drives, meals, other gettogethers)
Enter your Jaguar in local, regional and national Concours
d’Elegance competitions (or don't enter a car ... just attend
the shows!)
Attend other local car shows and automotive events
Embark on road rallies
Learn from experts in tech sessions
Earn points by attending activities and hosting events -- good
for prizes each year
Receive the monthly club newsletter, The Jaguar's Growl
(print & digital)
Become a member of the Jaguar Clubs of North America
(JCNA)
Receive a subscription to JCNA's bi-monthly magazine, Jaguar
Journal
Receive significant discounts on new Jaguars (no kidding!)
And, best of all, experience camaraderie with great, funloving, automotive enthusiasts!

Consider ... you do not need to own a Jaguar to join JAGSL: the
club welcomes all Jaguar enthusiasts!

Name:

__________________________________________________

Spouse:

__________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________
City:

________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________

Phone #s Home: __________________ Mobile: ___________________
Email:

__________________________________________________

Jaguars owned (optional): _____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Referred by (optional):

_____________________________________

Note: Single membership carries 1 vote (add $5 for additional vote).
Make checks payable to JAGSL and send to:
Diana Schlueter
JAGSL Membership Chair
840 Rambling Pine Drive, St. Charles, MO 63303
636.477.1763

JAGSL NAME TAG ORDER FORM
If you would like to purchase a JAGSL name tag, please complete this order form and mail it with a check, made payable to Gary Schlueter,
for $10.00 for each tag, to the same address as the membership application:
Gary Schlueter, 840 Rambling Pine Drive, St. Charles, MO 63303
(You can contact Gary at 314.606.0025)
First tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

First tag clasp:
Pin:
Magnet:

Second tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

Second tag clasp:
Pin:

Total enclosed ($10 x # of tags = $)

Magnet:
Third tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

Third tag clasp:
Pin:
Magnet:

$ ____________________________

The Jaguar’s Growl
Allan M. Ellis
1363 Shepley Drive
St. Louis, MO 63137
<allanthegrowl@gmail.com>

